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The meeting opened at 15.10 with Ms. WALLIS in the chair.

1.
Draft agenda was adopted.

2. 
The minutes were approved.

With a view to the 26th meeting of the EEA Joint Parliamentary Committee on 22 - 24 May 
2006 in Norway

3. 
Ms WALLIS informed of the final consideration of the programme and the draft agenda for the 
Joint Parliamentary Committee meeting on 22-24 May 2006 in Norway. Members were reminded to 
bring warm and rainproof clothes. Ms WALLIS informed that a working document on the Service 
Directive has been distributed to members with the latest update on the matter. Further she 
reminded members that there was a discussion at the last meeting on 3 May 2006 regarding topics 
for reports for the JPC meeting in October 2006 (max. two reports). There have been two proposals 
from Ms PANAYOTOPOULOS: "The year of mobility of workers and the European quality 
charter for mobility" and "The road map on gender equality". Ms WALLIS welcomed more 
suggestions for future topics from members.

4.
The meeting moved on to considerations of the draft reports and tabled amendments. First discussed 
was Ms HEDKVIST PETERSEN's draft report on "The Annual Report on the Functioning of the 
EEA Agreement in 2005". There has been one tabled amendment from Ms PANAYOTOPOULOS
to the report; regarding the reduction of social and economic disparities and continued contributions 
accordance with the criteria of the cohesion fund. Ms HEDKVIST PETERSEN objected to the
appropriateness of bringing up cohesion funds in this context. Ms WALLIS reminded members that
a similar question has been discussed in the past with regards to the Swiss contribution, she asked 
for reassurance that the amendment did not referred to this. Ms PANAYOTOPOULOS clarified that 
this was not the case, she pointed out that the amendment merely aimed at underlining already 
existing resolutions. Mr JANOWSKI stressed that there was not necessary with an urgent decision 
on this sensitive issue. Ms WALLIS agreed and concluded that there would be more time to look at 
this question in the coming week. Ms PANAYOTOPOULOS thanked the Chair and agreed that the 
amendment could be further discussed.

The second report discussed was Mr RÜBIG's draft report "The High North - Energy and 
Environment". There have been seven tabled amendments to the report from Ms WALLIS. She first 
stated that it was an incredibly comprehensive report which looked at both energy supply and 
protection on the environment and then she presented and explained her amendments. Ms 
HEDKVIST PETERSEN commented that she would have appreciated a more thorough debate in 
the report on alternative energy sources. Ms WALLIS agreed on this and further she remarked that
there could have been more focus on the fact that the Artic climate is an alert on climate changes all 
over the world. Mr JANOWSKI supported Ms WALLIS' amendments; especially he stressed the 
importance of discussing the Baltic pipeline. Ms WALLIS thanked the members for their comments 
and she then informed members that the third draft report "The implementation of EEA legislation"
due to time restraints from the Icelandic side unfortunately had been down graded to a working 
document. She found this very unfortunate, especially since the parliament just passed the 
resolution on monitoring the application of Community law.
A report on this matter including case studies could be elaborated for the autumn JPC meeting.

5.
There was no other business.



6.
The next EEA JPC meeting will take place on 22-24 May 2006 in Norway. The next preparatory 
meeting for the IPMs with Norway and Iceland scheduled for 19-23 June in Norway and Iceland 
takes place on 1 June at 15.00-16.00 in Brussels.
Members were reminded to book their hotels and flights immediately for the IPMs in Norway and 
in Iceland and to inform the secretariat of their participation.

*
*   *

The meeting closed at 15.45.
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